L. Carding showed in his papers [2] and [3] that the following three statements on a differential operator P (U) with constant coefficients are equivalent (see also Atiyah, Bott and Carding [1] ).
(I) The Cauchy problem for P(D) in the half space {^e JR n ; .r •#>()} with data on the plane X'$ = Q is C°° (or £) well posed, where $ is a non-zero vector in the real dual S n of the real ?z-dimensional Euclidean space R n by the inner product x-$ = x 1 -$ 1 -} -----\-x n -^n.
(II) P(D} has a fundamental solution E satisfying P(D)E=d
and having support in some closed proper 1 ' cone K with its vertex at the origin such that .r-#>0 on K-{0}.
(III) The characteristic polynomial P(?) of the operator P (U) has the properties:
(1.1) P°(#)^0 where P°(f) is the principal part of P(f), and (1.2) P(£-hs#)=^0 when feS" 1 and Im s is less than some fixed number f 0 .
Such a differential operator P (IT) (resp. a polynomial P(f)) is said to be hyperbolic with respect to ft.
Now consider the mixed initial-boundary value problem in the quarter space {x=(x l9 '~9x n )*=R n ;x 1 >Q 9 x n >Q} for a system {P (D) where TTZ is the order of P (Z)) . Then the corresponding question for the system {P (D) ; Bj (£)) , J =!,•••,<?} can be proposed. After the works [5] , [6] by R. Hersh and [11] by T. Shirota, R. Sakamoto [9] proved the following.
Assume that P(£) is a hyperbolic polynomial with respect to #=(1,0, --^O) and the boundary dR (1.6) jR°(#0¥=0, where jR°(CO is the principal part of (1.7) jR^' + ^O^O when f'eS 71 - 1 and Im 5 is less than some fixed number.
Such a Lopatinski determinant -R(CO is said to be hyperbolic with respect to $ x . Moreover she showed the existence of a unique system {E(,x, y) ;
Fj(x) 9 (1. 8) P (£>*) £ (j;, y) = 8 (x -y) , x n >U, y = (0, y") e 1?^,
2) This will be defined in Section 4.
3) This space will be defined in Section 3. The plan of the remainder is as follows. In Section 2 we prove the hyperbolicity of the characteristic polynomial P(?) with respect to $.
We give some preliminaries for the latter sections in Section 3. In Section 4 we prove the hyperbolicity of the Lopatinski determinant with respect to $' under the assumption /> = <7>1. In Section 5 we complete our proof of the main theorem. In Section 6 the system of fundamental solutions {E(x, y) ; FJ(X), J = l, •••,<?} ar e constructed under the assumptions:
( I ) P(f) is hyperbolic with respect to &= (1, 0, ••-, 0),
The Lopatinski determinant of the system {P (£>) ; B j (£>), j = ~L,-',p} is hyperbolic with respect to $'.
Moreover we shall prove that E(x 9 y) belongs to C°° ([0, y n ) ;
'(ir-^nC-CCyn, oo); ^'(IT-1 )) and !?,(*) belongs to C°°([0, oo) ;
and that such a system is unique. When the boundary x n = 0 is non-characteristic for P (D), we give a proof of the uniqueness of this system. The proof is done by using the Paley-WienerSchwartz theorem. When the condition is not assumed, we prove it by a standard method employing the adjoint system of {P (Z)) ; B y -(Z)),
.7 = 1, --,p} and by modifying the proof given in [9] . where C\ and C 2 are some positive constants independent of C.
We shall now prove that the plane .r-$ = 0 is non-characteristic with respect to P(D), i.e., P°($)^0. We will argue by contradiction. Suppose that P°(#)=0. Since P°(f) =£0, we take a ?°eS n such that This is a closed subspace of S) (R n ) and we give it the induced topology.
We denote by ^'(SJ) the dual space of 3) (fij 
. This follows from a theorem due to Seeley [10] which guarantees the existence of a linear operator T from C°°([0 ? A))
to C°°((-A, A)) (A>0) such that for any /e C°° ([0, A)) , (T f} (t)
on [0, A) and
where C ft ,4 is a positive constant depending on k and A. but not on f.
In fact, define a linear form <t; (*) , <£> on ^) (jR ). Clearly we have
In our definition of a system {-E(.r, y) ; F s (x) 9 These assumptions are reasonable because the fundamental solutions which we shall construct belong to such a space (see section 6). As already remarked, we do not assume that 9.R* is ) . Then we get from (3. 4)
where
rapidly decreasing C°° function of f x , we have 0*/ (Jf( S>(r )) CJf(, j0o) for any reals 5 and (T. Thus 0J/we J£ ( , |0o) and so 0J^| jB » =0J/(0«) e Jf ( , j0o) (5j)
= {w e ^) x (JR+) ; There exists w e JT (S}00) swc/x ^/za^ w = ze; zn JR+} .
Here we denoted (/)\ R nU by 0w for simplicity. From the assumption on P (.r, ZJ) w and the relation^)
, £#0 (^x -y 0 X it follows that 0*xgeC5)(lZJ) = {0eC°°(llJ); T/z^r5
?/cA z^/z^^ 0=0 m jR+}. Consider the term 0 *, (Q (a;, D) w) in (3.5).
Take % e C£° (5) where C is independent of 0. On the other hand, we have
Applying (3.7) to this relation, we get (3. 6) .
Q.E.D.
Now we present a basic lemma concerning a representation of solutions of equations which will be used in Sections 4 and 5 (see Hormander which coincides with one defined in Sakamoto [9] . The following two 6) These fact are pointed out by K. Kasahara. He also showed that his discussions in [8] are valid in this case (unpublished).
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YOSHIHIRO SHIBATA lemmas are due to Sakamoto [9] . 
Main purpose of this section is to show the following. . , Since IC'OOI^Constl*!", we deduce from (4.30) and (4.32) that |5| y <Ci+C2 log(l+i*JO as 5->0 along K.
Here C( and C£ are some new positive constants independent of s. Since V is a negative rational number, this is impossible. Therefore we conclude that R°($'^0.
We shall finally prove the assertion (II) . We first note that if we We shall now return to the integrals (6. 4) and (6. 5) . Using repeatedly the relation exp {i (x n -y n ) (f n + r/? n ) } --i (x n -y n) -1 (9/9f ") exp {* (x n -y n } (S n + ztf n ) } and integrating by parts, we obtain If we take p with support in (-oo, y n ) |J (y n> oo), we may substitute (6. 11) in the right-hand side of (6. 4) . Since we have (6. 13) , (6. 14) and (6. 15) , letting £ tend to zero, we get the following expression by
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. 
